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illustrators who had worked on the art for the previous two games were not employed for this project, as the art for this game would be significantly different. in order to
maintain the mood of the first game, anderson and chiodaroli used a similar color palette of black and violet, as they believed the colors conveyed the dark and gothic

mood of that game. however, the artists also made the decision to have the empire's theme music, as performed by the original score composers, be the theme music of
the empire, as this would help players from the end of the first game to recognize the empire as a separate faction, even if they did not know what the empire actually

was. [92] the imperial agent was designed to convey intrigue and a clandestine air, as spies were unable to openly display their skills or allegiance but also had to retain
functionality in their gear. all classes wore a few pieces of equipment that would allow them to accomplish their task (and sometimes others), and some equipment was

unique to the class. the imperial agent had a blaster rifle equipped, as well as grenades and bolt blasters. players could equip weapons like a blaster pistol or a sniper rifle.
another unique item for the imperial agent was an "elite saber" that could be attached to the blaster rifle via a custom made handle. the imperial agent, in addition to their
lightsaber, also had a cloak with a built-in communicator. the other classes had a mixture of equipment, with a blaster pistol, two melee weapons, grenades and a ballistic

shield. the sith warrior had two weapons, one of which was a lightsaber, and the trooper had a blaster pistol and a melee weapon.
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the goal of this project was to create a cohesive storyline that allowed players to make
character development choices that could lead them to a variety of possible paths, depending
on what they chose to do. the writers decided to place the main story line on tatooine because

its setting was the original location of the jedi and the force for the original trilogy. the
designers decided to explore the negative side of the force when creating the empire. the

sith/imperial classes were designed around a theme of confrontationalism, in which the sith had
little patience or interest in diplomacy, and the imperial classes were designed to emphasize

control and a "sterile" existence. this theme was reflected in the sith warrior's armor and
equipment, and especially the new inquisitor class, which was designed to feel like a post-

holocaust society: both in its equipment and its environments. the team wanted to contrast the
empire with the republic, and the designers made the republic appear to be more glamorous

and nostalgic in contrast with the empire, which was gritty, dark, technological, and militaristic.
the republic was also designed to emphasize the idea that the sith's conquest was driven by

ambition and greed, rather than a desire to save the galaxy, as the sith empire's original leader,
darth vader, had planned to "solve the problem" by ruling the galaxy. [92] the first step in

adapting the prequel trilogy into the roleplaying genre was to determine what kind of setting
would make the most sense for the movies' worlds. there was a large amount of art that was

created to convey the environments, such as the endor and hoth environments. in addition, to
convey the feeling of the films, the art team employed lighting and effects that would match

the feeling of the movies, including the moody lighting and life-like figures that were featured in
the original trilogy. the artists also created custom lighting effects with pre-rendered animations

and created assets for the environments. [92] 5ec8ef588b
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